
Prepare for the spring uniform sale. You always have the option of setting your own price and condition of the uniform  if you find your own buyer.  
If your student has grown and you want to use the band uniform sale to try to sell the uniform we would love  
to help, place the uniform on the racks in the hallway outside the bandroom by Friday, April 30th.  The 
uniform committee will set the price of the jacket and or pants so they are a fair rate for the sale in 
comparison of other uniforms. The focus during the sale is to find the best fitting used uniform for the 
students.  There is no guarantee your students uniform will sell.  We do encourage all new and present 
marching band members to utilize the uniform sale. 
Uniforms will ONLY be accepted with the following conditions: 

1. The uniform has been cleaned after the last use. 
2. The correct form is completed for each item being sold and attached to each uniform piece. 
3. A self-addressed/self-stamped #10 envelope (standard size) is attached for each item being sold - If 

you would like to receive a check. 
If these conditions are not met the uniform will simply hang in the band room.  We are not responsible for any loss.  If you would like to donate a uniform to the band boosters, simply bring the uniform in and place on the hanging rack.  It would be helpful to attach a note that states “to be donated” to the uniform.  We will be happy to wash and take out the hem on these items. If you leave us your name and address we will send you a donation form for tax purposes.  We suggest that you have the student try on the uniform prior to uniform sale to determine if the 

student will fit in it next fall.  You know if your student is still growing like a weed or stays about the same size.  
If you are late bringing the uniform in, it could possibly miss being included in the sale. 

If you need to purchase a different uniform for next fall, come during the sale days offered on Friday, 
May 4th 3 pm – 5 pm and Saturday, May 5 10 am -2 pm to purchase a different uniform.  We will have the 
student try on the uniform to determine the best fit with understanding of possible growth before fall.  You 
may then purchase the uniforms and take it home that day.  No cash will be accepted, we will be sending the 
check in the mail to the previous owners. We will only be at school for a limited number of days, so please 
come during the available times.  Please contact Tish Looker (savvyshamrock@gmail.com) or Billie Mosier 
(Queenheartscastle@gmail.com) if you have questions. 

There is no priority or preferences given to certain buyers or sellers.  It is simply on a first come, first 
serve basis, based on the best fitting uniform. 
Thanks, 
Tish Looker and Billie Mosier 
Uniform Committee 
 


